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1. Let D be an arbitrary open set in C, and H°°(D) be the set of all
bounded analytic functions on D. A sequence {zj} in D is called (H^D)-)
interpolating sequence if for all bounded sequences {aj}, the interpolation
problem

f(zj)=a,, y = l , 2, 3, —

has a solution f{z) in H°°(D). Since L. Carleson characterized the interpolating
sequence in the unit disk in [3], several authors have studied interpolating
sequences in more general plane domains (for example [2], [7]). In this paper
we study interpolating sequences in an arbitrary plane domain and in a certain
plane domain satisfying some geometrical condition.

In § 2, we show the following theorem by which we see that the inter-
polating sequence can be characterized in terms of its local behavior.

THEOREM 1. Let S={zj\ be a sequence in an arbitrary open set D of the
complex plane C. If for all ζ e C , there exists some neighborhood U of ζ such
that SΓ\U is an H°°(DΓ\U)-interpolating sequence, then S zs an Hco{D)-interpolat-
ing sequence.

When {ZJ} is an ff°°(Z))-interpolating sequence, the open mapping theorem
shows that

M = sup inf {||/|U: / e t f % D ) , f(z,)=aJ9 / = 1 , 2, 3, ..•}<«>,

where ||{α i}||Oo=sup|αy|. This constant M is called the constant of interpolation
for \ZJ\ (in D). For Δ = { | z | < l } , L. Carleson [3] showed that a sequence {zj}
in Δ is the interpolating sequence if and only if

k ;=i 1— ZkZj

The constant of interpolation M for {ZJ} is estimated by the inequalities (see
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[6] p. 287)

where c is the absolute constant.
By use of Theorem 1, we generalize the result of L. Carleson for some

class of plane domains, and we also study the constant of interpolation for
these domains. To this purpose, we introduce a metric p for a plane domain
D such that C\D consists of at least two points. In this case the universal
covering surface of D is the open unit disk Δ. Let π: Δ->Z) be the universal
covering map, and let 2A be the Poincare (or hyperbolic) distance in Δ. The
Poincare distance λ for D is defined as

λ(a, b)=mt{λι(c, d);π(c)=a, π(d)=b\.

(cf. [9] p. 43). We set p=(e*-l)/(ex+l). For J D = { | Z | < 1 } , p is exactly the
pseudo-hyperbolic distance p(a, b)—\{a—b)/{l—db)\ andΛ=ΛΔ=log|(l+j0)/(l—p)\.

THEOREM 2. Let D be a domain in C. Suppose the Euclidean diameter of
D is less than R « o ° ) , and the diameter of every component of C\D exceeds
some positive constant ε. Then the sequence {zj} in D is interpolating sequence if
and only if

δ= inf Π p(z,9 zk)>0 .

Furthermore, the constant of interpolation M for {zj\ is bounded above by the
constant which depends only on the ratio R/ε and δ.

2. To prove theorem 1 we use the Vitushkin operator

which is defined for a bounded Borel function / and a C^-function g with com-
pact support.

LEMMA. Let D be an open set in C, ζ e C , and t 7 = { | * — ζ | < c } . Let S be
an H°°(DΓ\U)-interpolating sequence with constant of interpolation M. Then for
V={\z—ζ\<c/136M}, SΓ\V is an H°°{Dyinterpolating sequence whose constant
of interpolation is less than 66M.

Proof. Let SΓ\V={zj}, and let {cj} be a bounded sequence with
Then there exists fi^H°°(Di\U) such that

fι(zj)=cj(j=ly2, .-•), IIMI^M.
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We can take a (^-function g with a compact supprot in U, which satisfies g—1
on {\z—ζ\<c/2}, and \\dg/dz\\co^4/c. We extend the domain of definition of/i
by setting fx=Q to the outside of DΓ\U. Then by the property of Vitushkin
operator (see [5] p. 4-5), fi—Tgfx is analytic on \\z—ζ|<c/2},

F1=TJ1-(Tgfί-f1)(ζ)

is analytic on D, and

ll^^/illoo^^ll-gll^oscC/, supp(£))[ττ

.24

Hence WF^U^S&M, and | |F1-/1 | |Oo^34M. Since

F1-f1=Tgf1-f1-(Tgfί-fί)(ζ)

is analytic on {|z—ζ\<c/2} and equals 0 at ζ, by the lemma of Schwarz, we
see that on V,

For the sequence {(fi—Fι)(.zj)}, we can take f^H^iDrM) as

f&$)=<Jι-Fte!i) 0 = 1 , 2 , •••),

By repeating this process, we get two sequences {/»} of //°°(Dπt/)-functions
and {Fπ} of H°°(D)4unctions such that

», and | | F n | | ^
CO

Now F— 2 ^n satisfies the interpolating condition F{ZJ)—CJ ( / = 1 , 2, •••) and
n=i

Let I b e a subset of the maximal ideal space μ{D) of H°°(D). Then hull(Z)

is defined by

D); / = 0 on JY},

hull(*)={*<=*»(£); /(x)=0 for all / e / x } ,

where / means the GeΓfand transformation of / . It is known that a sequence
S in D is an interpolating sequence if and only if S satisfies the conditions
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(i) S is discrete,
(ii) S is homeomorphic to the Cech compactification of S,

(iii) hull (S)=S,
where the closure is taken in JM(D). (see [8] p. 205).

Proof of Theorem 1. First we assume that the domain D is bounded. For
each ζ e C , let Uζ be a neighborhood of ζ which satisfies the assumption of the
theorem. By the lemma, we can take a neighborhood Vζ of ζ, such that SΓ\Vζ
is an //^(/^-interpolating sequence. Then hull (SΓ\Vζ)=SΓ\Vζ. Choose finitely

m _

many members Vζl, •••, F ζ m for which U VζkaD. Then

)=hull (U (SU7 ζ j k))=hull (S).

Hence S satisfies the above condition (iii). Conditions (i), (ii) are also derived
from the fact that these are satisfied by SΓ\Vζk (k = l, •••, m). Now it is con-
cluded that 5 is an //"(/^-interpolating sequence. One can apply the lemma
also for ζ=oo if one rotates C (=CU{oo}) by a suitable linear transformation.
Therefore, the boundedness of D is unnecessary.

In order to prove the uniform boundedness of constant of interpolation in
Theorem 2, we shall need another version of Theorem 1. To state it, we
introduce the Banach algebras //°°({/>„}). (cf. [1], [10]). Let {Dn}°^=1 be a
sequence of open sets in C, all of which are contained in a bounded set. Let

\J(DnX{n}) be the formal disjoint union of {/}n}n=i Let H°°({Dn}) be the
oo

Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions on \J (DnX{n})f and let <3li({Dn})
71 = 1

oo

be the maximal ideal space of this algebra. We can identify \J{DnX{n}) with
π=i

a subset of <3tt({Dn)) by means of the usual point evaluations. Define a coordi-
nate function Z(=H°°({Dn\) by Z{λ, n)=λ.

Theorem 1 is valid for these algebras as in the following form. Indeed,
the proof is just the same if we exchange Uζ, Vζ by Z~\Uζ), Z~\Vζ) respec-
tively.

oo

THEOREM Γ. Let {Dn}n=i be as above, and let S be a sequence in \J(Dnχ
71 = 1

{n}). If for all ζ e C , there exists some neighborhood Uof ζ such that SΓ\Z~\U)
is an H°°({DnΓ\U})-interpolating sequence, then S is an H°°({Dn})-interpolating
sequence.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. First, we assume that {ZJ} is an //°°(jD)-interpolat-
ing sequence. Let Δ = { | 2 | < 1 } , and let π:A-+D be a universal covering map.
Let M be a constant of interpolation of {ZJ}. Then for any fixed k we can
take /e//°°(D) such that | | / | | ^ M , /(z*)=l, and f(zj)=O (jφk). Then /°7r<=
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H°°(A) and | | / °π | | ^M. We ήx some ak(Ξπ~1{zk)y and we take each
as satisfies

h(aJf ak)—λD(zJy zk).
Therefore,

PD(ZJ> Zk)—pA(Zj, zk)=

where λ&, λD and p&, pD are hyperbolic distance and pseudo hyperbolic distance
for Δ, D respectively. Let B be a Blaschke product with zeros {aj}JΦk. There
exists g(ΞH°°(A) such that f<>π=Bg, l |g | |^M. By

we see that

j—CLk I
*„ Zk)= Π

j=i ' j=i l-djdk

As M is not depend on k, we conclude that

1
inf HpD(zίf zk)^j,

For the proof of the reverse implication, we use Theorem 1. For each
we take the neighborhood Ό—\z\ \z—ζ|<ε/2}. Then by the assumption

on D, each component of DΓ\U is simply connected. In general, D'aD means
λD,^λD. So we get

inf Π PDΠU(ZJ, Zk)^δ>0.

By Carleson's result concerning the unit disk, we see that SΠU is an H°°(DΓ\U)-
interpolating sequence. Then Theorem 1 implies that S is an i/co(JD)-interpolat-
ing sequence.

As to constant of interpolation, we use Theorem Γ instead of Theorem 1.
Suppose there exist a sequence of open sets {Rn\, and a sequence of sequences
Sn—{zn,j}jClRn all of which satisfies the condition of the theorem for the same
R, ε, and δ, and suppose the constants of interpolation Mn are unbounded.
This means that the sequence S=KJSn is not an H°°({Rn}^interpolating sequence.
By translating Rn if necessary, we can assume all Rn are contained in a
bounded set in C. Then by use of Theorem Γ we can conclude that 5 is an
H°°({Rn}^interpolating sequence. This is a contradiction.

REMARK. AS the former part of the preceeding proof does not depend on
the assumption on D except that the universal covering surface of D is the
unit disk, it is always true that interpolating conditions implies mfj\ ρ(z3, zk)
>0. On the contrary, there exists the plane region D and the sequence
C.D, for which Hρ(Zj, zk)>0 but {zj} is not an interpolating sequence.
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We take An={z; \z-cn\<rn}, cn>0 asΔnΠΔm=:0 (nΦm), ΔncΔ\{0} (n =
1, 2, 3, •••) and

— <oo .

l C

For D=A\\jAn, Zalcman [11] showed that for any

where R- = {x^R; x<0}. Hence any sequence {zj}dR', tending to 0, can not
be an interpolating sequence. Nevertheless, by taking zj->0 sufficiently fast,
we can get the sequence {zj} which also satisfies inf Tlp(zJf zk)>0.
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